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PREAMBLE 
. . 
Whereas it is the intent and purpose of the parties to this Agreement to: . 
. . 
1. Establish and maintain an h&monious and cooperative relationship .between 
the Countyof Rockland and its employees, in order t o  protect the' publicby 
assuring a t  'all times the orderly and uninterrupted operation and functionof 
government. 
. . 
2. ' 'C!ompl~ with the requirements of the public Employees Fair Employment Act 
. byredopizing the rights of the employees' of the County of Rocklanil to self- 
o rgeza t ipn  .and representation for collective negotiations on the terms and 
. . 
conditions of employment. 
. , 
Now in Consideration o f  the mutual obligation; contained herein' the parties agree 
as foUows: . . . .. - 
. . I  . . 
ARTICLE I - Parties t o  the ~meerne ik  
. 
. 1. . The parties to  t h i g  ~ g k e m e n t  are.th&' County of Rockland, hereinafter referred . 
', to as t h e  " ~ m ~ l o ~ e r " ,  .and the Rockland ~ounty.1nvestigativL Aides Association, 
Local 613, United Federation. of Police. Officers, Inc., hereinafter.referred to  'as 
, the "Union." 
2.  h he Employer recognizes the Union as the exclusive representative of a l l  those 
County Employees determined to be in the appropriate negotiating un i t  for the 
term of the Agreement. 
ARTICLE 11. - ~ffirmation Not To Strike 
. . 
1. The Union affirms that it does not assert the right to strike. Nor shall the 
Union cause, instigate, encourage or &do& a strike. 
ARTICLE I11 -'Ausrouriate Nepotiatin~ Unit 
1. The provisions of this Agreement apply only to ~nvestigative Aides in the Office 
of the District Attorney of Rockland County. 
2. Excluded- All other employeesof the Employer. , 
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. . 
. . 
ARTICLE . . IV - Scope of the- Akeement . 
. .  . 
1. It is understqod and agreed by the parties to this Agreement th;at any provision.. 
inconsiste~& with orcontiary t d k w  or. rules a n d r e g u l a t i o n ~ h a ~ b g  the force . 
and effect of ;law shall be cbnsidered as deleted.from the ~g reemen t .  without 
harmto  the iemainingprovisions of the ~ g r e h e n t . .  . 
. . 
. . 
If any article orskction of this Agreement or. any addendum. thereto should be 
held invalid by oper&on of law or by:anytribu&al of competent jurisdiction, or 
if eompliaice with or enfor&-ment of any article or section should be restrained 
by such' tribunal, the remainder of this Agreement and addenda. shall not be . 
affected thereby, . and the ' parties shall . e n t e r  i k o  immediate collective 
negotiations for the jmrpose df ar&&g at a ~hutu$lymtisfactory replacement 
.for such article- or se.ction. .. 
. . .  
2. The parties acknowledge tha t  ;during the  negotiations which preceded this 
~g&enient each-had the unlimited right and b p p o i t ~ t y  t o  make d&nands and 
.prcip&als with respect t o  any subject or matter ' not ..removed by 'law from the ' 
a & a  of -collective negotiations. and t h a t  the' understandings arid agreements. 
arrived a t  by thd parties after t h e  elrerciie of that right. and oppbrtubity i r e  set 
forth in this Agreement. Therefore, f i r  thelife ofthis ~~r.ee+er& the Employer 
. and the  Union e'ach voluntarily and un<uaTifiecUy waives the:right, and each 
agrees.thatthe other shall not be obligated tonegotiate c~lleetively with respect ' , , 
to any subject or. matter referred to or covered in this ~g-reement,  or with 
respect to tiny subject Or matter not'specZcally referied t o  or-covered in this 
Agreement even though.such subjects or mattels may not have. been &thin the ' . . 
knowledge or Contemplation of either or both of the parties a t  the time , , .  they .: 
negotiated.and signed this Agreement. ' .. 
3. The provisions of this Agreement, except as Limited within the Agreement,. 
apply to all .permanent, :provisional. and temporary 'employees, wo.rking in a 
position M y  established by , the legislative body in , the campetitive, 
non;competitive and labor classes in the classified'service. 
4. Part-time employees covered by this Agreement, shall benefit from the 
provisions contained therein 'for vacation, sick, holiday and .personal leave 
accruals, except as Limited by Article XIII, Section 1, in the proportion that the 
position as established or subdivided bears t o  the basic work week or work 
period of full-time positions i n  tha t  title or job category. However, no such . 
emp1oye.e shall, receive. such benefits at  a percentage rate  higher than that 
determined by the number of hours of the position as established or subdivided. 
ARTICLE V . . 
The intent and purpose of the :within Artick is to s e t  forth' the rights and . 
responsibilities .of. the Employer, Employees-and the Union consistent with law. 
, .  Nothing contained 'herein shall deprive, the Employer, and employees of any 
protection andlor rights they have under this contract, the New York State Civil 
Service Law and any other applicable law.' 
General Rights and Ree~onsibilities of the Employer . 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as delegating the authority 
conferred by law on any elected official, department; office or agency head,. or , 
the  ihief executiveoffic&, or director of any department, office &agency under 
.the jurisdiction 0f.a 'Board or '~ommiss iok or in a& way t o  reduce or abridge 
.such authority. 
..; 
The rights and-respo&ibiliti& of the Employer include but a& notneceasarily 
Iimited to the following: ,. 
. , 
. . 
A. . To determine the standards of services to be offtied by its offices, 
agencies and departments; , , 
B .  To 'direct employees of .the .County; 
C. To hire, promote, transfer, assign and retain employees and t o  suspend, 
demote, discharge or take  disciplinary action against employees; 
D. To relieve employees horn duties because of lack of work, or for other 
legitimate reasons; . 
.E .  To maintain the efficiency of government operations entrusted tcr them; 
3'. To determine the methods,, means and personnel by which such 
operations are to be conducted; 
I * '  
G. ' To take whatever actions may be.'necessary t o  carry .out the mission of 
the &p.artment, office.or agency cancermid. .. 
. . .  
General . . Rkhts . . and flesoonsibilities ofthe Ek~lovees  and . . the . Union . 
. . 
County employees shallhave the right t o  form, join and participkte in or refrain 
from forb.ing, joining or .paitidpating in '.the ~ 'niba .free from 'interference, 
coercion, restraint,. discrimination or reprisal. 
The Union hasthe right t o  represent all ~ o u n t ~ ' e m ~ i o ~ e e s  in the negotiating 
unit on any matter comerding the terms and cond&ions of employment within 
the limits of this ~ ~ e e m e k . '  Hdw&r, .  nothing in .this , ~ g e & m e g t  shall be 
construed as f o preclude any eriployee, regardless of Union membership, fiom 
bringing matters of personal concern dir&tly to the attention of the ~approp~ate 
appointing authority .in accordance ' with. applicable . law, . rules andlor 
regulaticjns having the force mid effect oflaw or pursuant t o  the 'established . . 
pplicy of the appointi& 'autbofit;. . .. 
. . 
The Uniop,has the right as a repe&intative:of .an employee to have a t  least .one 
but no more than .two' County employees,, in addition t o  Uiion .staff employees,, 
present. at  any stage of a:gdevance or a t  s &ievmce board hearing involving an 
.employee who :is determined to.  be h the negotiating uhit. How.ever, an 
employee $hall have an unqualilied right to choose:,his .own representative or to 
determine that he does not want representation at any stage of a grievance or 
at a g-rievance board hearing, in which basithe Unio' &all have the right to 
have one representative as & observer. . 
. . 
. 
A. When an employee is.absent without leave and without notification in 
mit.&g t o  the empldyer for a period of ten work days, such absence, shall 
be co&idered.to constitute a resignation to  beeome effective o n  the date 
the absence b.egan. . . 
B. Should an employee fail to return to work within ten work days following 
the expiration or extension of a leave of .absence, such absence shall 
constitute . a  resignation, (which for the purposes of determining 
eligibility for reinstatement shall be deemed to 
which marked the beginnhg of such leave of 
employee shall have submitted within said 
notification in writing. 
be effective the date 
absence) unless such 
ten 00) day period . . 
C. Nothing hereinshall be deemed to excuse the unauthorized absence of an 
employee, br ' failure t o  return to work upon the expiration of an 
authorized leave- of absence, nbr to waive any- rights the. County  .may ' . 
have to take.any appropriite, disciplinary action. - . 
. . 
6.  ~ o t w i t h s t a n d i n ~  Section 7 5  and 76 of the Civil Service Law and  any  &her 
applicable law and any other provisions of this Agreement, any employee 
covered by this ~g-reement may be issued letters o f  reprimand, copies of which 
shall be placed in the  emp16yee1s personnel file and sent t o  the U&n. The 
' letters of regrimand''shall inform the employee of hisher rikhts to.make written 
replies to.same. 
ARTICLE VI - Consultation on ~ a t t e r s o f  ~drn in i s t~a t ionof  . . tbe Amedme,nt 
. . 
1. B o t h  parties agree that dw& the  life of this Ag-rekment questions ,or , ' ,  
. .differences of opinion m a y  arise in connection ivith the administratibn of this 
Agreement. Each party agrees to de.iignate no more than two represe'ntatives 
to meet and make evkry reasonable effort to  resolve such differexkes. 
2. Either party may request a meeting of the other party on matters  arising in 
connection with the administration of this  Agreement. The request shall be in 
writing, addressed to the County Executive, or designee, and shall include a 
statement of the specific subject matter  or matters t o  be discussed. Upon 
receipt of a written request, a meeting shall be mutually scheduled as promptly 
. as possible but no later than seven working days after receipt of t h e  request. 
Unless a n  agreement is reached in tbixty (30) days following the first  meeting 
of the aforesaid representatives, it shall be deemed that no agreement has been. 
reached; provided however, that  said time period may be extended .by mutual 
consent. . . 
. . 
3. All agreements and/or understandings reached between t h e  parties' 
representatives shall be reduced to writing and executed. by t h e  County 
Executive and Union President. 
ARTICLE VII - Collection of Dues 
'1. Membershb Dues - Upon the written authorization of the employees concerned 
and unless they subsequently revoke such written authorization, t h e  Employer 
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a .  
I I I 
I 
s 
. . 
shall deduct membership' dues  . from . t h e  employees' bi-weekly pay in the . 
amounts specified 'in the  wlitten authorization. The' amounts so deducted shall 
be forwarded, to  the Union at r.igulai intervds. 
-2. Aaencv shop ;The  Empldyer agrees, in accordance with Chapter 677 of the 
1977 L<wsdf NewYork,.to deduct from the salary of anemployee who is.not a 
member of the Union, but who.is ,represented. by.the Union for t he  purpose of . . 
c6llectiv.e negotiation, ah Agency Shop. F'ie in a; amount. equivalent t o  the 
amount of dues payableby a: member of the Union provided' that the  Union 
establish &d maintain a procednre providing for .the .refund to any employee 
, d i i n a d i n g  the return of gny par t  of such ~ g e n c ~ ' ~ . h ~ ~  Fee, deductio&wbich . . , 
represent the e,mployeels pro. ra ta  share of .the expenditure' by the Union in aid 
of activities or causes only..incidentally related to tefms and conditions . . of 
. . employment. . . 
3. Upon the written authorization of the employees concerned and unless the 
employee subkqu&tly r&vok&, in wiiting,such authorization, the Employer 
,will perinit such employee' to participgte .in ,a deferred .compensation plan, 
subject to therules and regulations if the plan, if such plan is established. 
Contributions to such Plan shall be deducted:fkom the emplope1e birweekly.'pay 
in the amounts permitted by law or . regulations . and . . agreed to by . . the ~ r n ~ l o ~ e e .  
ARTICLE TJT1I.i Salarv . . Plan ' 
1. It is agreed and understood tha t  the official rate of pay .is an hourly rate as 
' 
shown 'in ' Appendix A. . The  . salary . increases. eflective . for the ,life of this ' 
agreement s h d b e :  . . 
'Effective 0 110 110 1 3% 
Effective 01/01/02 3% 
Effective 01/01/03 2% 
Effective 0710 1/03 2% 
Effective 01/01/04 2% 
Effective 07/01/04 2% 
As to any salary increases not yet received by unit members, those increases shall 
be retroactive only for those employees employed on Janua-ry 21, 2003, .that being 
the date that the parties reached agreement on a memorandum of agreement 
incorporating these increases. 
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a 2. Provisions for the administration of salary plan are contained in Appendix B. 
3. A shift differential of 10% shall be paid for work on shifts other than tvhe: 
a. 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. shift 
. .  b. 9:00 a.m. -to .5:00 p.m. shift . .. 
c. 10:00a.m;:to 6:00 p.m. shift. ' 
A shift merential  shall also be paid when .an e.mplGee who is assigned to a 
shift other than' a, b, or c above takes personal, vacation, sick (including 
'family) or holiday leave. . . 
ARTICLE IX'; Basic .Work Week .and Basic .Work period 
'1. The basic work week and basic'work . . period.for shall be.forty (40).-ho.urs. 
2. An employee must work the total number of hours in a'basic work weekor work 
andif f ir 'any reason they work less than '$he total number of hours in a 
basic work'week.or period,' the Merence shall be charged to app.ropriate,leave. . 
credits, if any, ,or shall be considered.l.eave without pay. 
ARTICLE X - Hours of Work 
, 
. . .  
The regularly scheduled days of shall, be a five day work week betwekn Monday 
through Sunday, excluding holidays. 
The District Attorney agrees . to  post a weekly work . ~cbedule . f i r  all employees 
'in. the bargaining unit. 
The work schedule shallbe as follows, except that  there shall . . be a m i n h u m  of 
sixteen (16)hours between dach regularly scheduled shift: 
12:00 midnight - 8:00 a.m. . . . 
8:00 a.m. - 4i00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m: - .5:00p.m. . 
10:OO a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
.1:00 p:m. - 9:00 p.m: 
3:00 p.m; - ll:OOp.m. 
. 490 p.m. . - 12:00 midnight 
4. The District Attorney retains the  right to- chan'ge shifts on a daily basis'upon 
t h e  consent .of the employee. :Such changes ihall apply to designated shiRr 
only. I n  the went that it becomes necessary for the;District Attorney to cbange 
a n  employee's work schedule a 6  . set . forth herein &ho& ' the employee's . 
consent, t h e . ~ m ~ l o y &  shall be required t o  pr.ov5de the affected empioyee witha 
minimum of twenty-four (24) hours' notice prior ti. that  change. I n  the $.vent 
that a n  employ& receives t h e  required notice as.set forth herein, that erhployee 
shall  be paid four,.(4) hours. of s t ra ight t ime pay for each day the w o r k  schedule 
is changed . . frbm the weeklyposting: 
. . 
. . 
ARTICLE XI . .Overthe . 
1. Required: and auihorizea ho.urs of work in ejrckss' of 40 hours in. any basic work' 
week shall be ~0m~ensa te .d  a t  a ra te  of one and  o n e  half(1 %) time E t h e  regular 
hourly r a t e  of the employee concerned R e q ~ e d  and authorized h o u r s  .of work 
. . 
in excess of 48 'hoGsin any. basic work weik.skall be'comieniat.6d a t  a rate.of 
' t w o  (2). t imesthe regular hourly r a t e  of the employee cbncerned. ' 
. . 
2. Required and authorized lioure pf work on a regular assigned day  o f  rest shall 
be .compensated -at. the rate .of one and one half (1 ..l/2) t . h e s . t h e  regular houly 
. ra te  of the  employee concekned. . . . . . 
3. It is agreed and understood that t h e  proyisions of Se.ction (I) and (2) shall-not 
be .construed .under any cbcumstances .as.estabfishing a basis for duplicate; 
concurrent or ov&lapping cl-s of ov~r t ime  ,for the same hours of work; for. 
example, claim f o r  dve&ime on t h e  bas& of work on a day of rest. shall not 
' establish a n  additional elaim for overtime,if such workis  .also . in . excess of 40 
hours in the  basic work week. 
4. Leave. with pay shall b e  included determining the total n u m b e r  of hours 
worked in any basic work week. 
. 
5. Payment  for overtime shall be for the actud number of hours authorized a i d  
worked. 
6. Any employee who is called in a n d  reports f o r  work before or af ter ,  hisher 
regular day  of -work shall .be guaranteed a niinimum of three (3) houjx of 
ov.ertime work to be compensated as provided for ig this .article. Hours  of work 
' 
in excess of 40 hours any b.asic work week shall be compensated as providad 
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for i n  this article.   his guarantee -shall not apply to work which r u n s  into Or 
. . immediately foLlows a normal work day or shift, or to more than one  call-in 
during any 8 hour period. 
7. Overtime must be authorized in advance by the appointing authority or those 
so designated. An employee shall work overtime when so required. However, 
no employee shall be required to work overtime unless given reasonable notice. 
What constitutes reasonable notice shall be determined after considering all 
circumstances of the situation requiring such overtime work. Assignment of 
overtime shall be on a rotating basis from among those employees having the 
skills and abilities required for the work, and who volunteer for such 
assignment, and then from among other such employees on the bas i s  of the 
inverse order of seniority. 
ARTICLE XI1 - Stand-by Time 
1. Any employee required by the appointing authority to restrict h i s h e r  personal 
movements so that  they may be reached and be available to report for a work 
assignment within 30 minutes on an assigned day of rest or a t  any t i m e  other 
than during their regular working hours, shall be considered to be o n  stand-by 
time. 
2.  Any employees on stand-by time shall be paid one hour of their regular hourly 
rate for up t o  eight (8) h o u r s a n d - b y  time on any one day, not to exceed two 
(2) hours of such compensation on regular days of work or three (3) hours of 
such  omp pens at ion on any other day. 
&3. Stand-by time shall not be included in determining the total number of hours 
. worked in any basic work week. 
ARTICLE XI11 - Leave with Pav 
1. A full-time or part-time employee shall not earn or accrue vacation andlor sick 
leave credits during any pay period such employee is on leave of absence 
without pay, or on educational leave with pay, for one-half (112) or  more of the 
payroll period of the position as  established ar  subdivided. 
a. All legal holidays enumerated herein shall be allowed as days off with 
pay. The days prescribed by law for the observance of New Years Day, 
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* '  
Martin Luther King Jr. 's Birthday, Zinqolnls ~ i r t h d a ~ ,  Washington's 
Birthdiy, ~ e i o i i a l  D&, ~ndipendence Day, Labor Day, ~ol'umbus Day, 
Election Day, Veterans'Day; Thanksgiving Day and Christmas shall . . 
be observed as legal holidays. , m e n  iny  such holiday falls on a 
Saturday, &pl~y&s shal l  be &edited with a n  extra day of vacation. 
When anysuchholiday fans on a Sunday, the foIl&ing Monday shall be 
. . 
. . 
observea as' a holiday. . . 
. .  . 
b. (1) ~ h e n e v e r  B holiday falls on a day. of rest of any, employee .whose 
days of rest are other . than Saturday and Sunday, . o r  on an 
ehjloyee's regular workday and helshe. is required t o  work; that ' 
. . employee shall be kreditedkith .an e i t r i  day of vacation. 
' 
. . 
(2) If employee is required to work on holiday set forthin 1.a above, 
in lieu of.hoQday pay such employee shall be paid at time.and one 
half .the employee's regular hourly rate of pay for hour's worked, and 
sh,all receive a credit of an additional day o r  part thereof as 
appropriate to such employee's normal working.hours. 
c. Nothing contained herein shallbe construed as preventing theEmployer 
, 
Eom granting employees such additional days :off with pay from t h e  t o  
time as. may be duly authorized by the Employer. 
' ' 
. 2. Vacation - An annual .vacation'.with pay 'will b e .  granted to  each e.mployee as 
hereinl&er provided. .In computing longevity for vacati0.n credits, an  employee,.^ 
. . length of service shall be computed from the date of their original appointine& 
in County service t o  any duly established position, whether on a permanent, 
pr0visi~na.1 or ,temporary basis, that the employee's service with the 
County has 'been continuous. For the p-ose of computing the continuity of 
service, an authorized leave of absence without pay or'a break in service not 
exceeding one year followed by reinstatement. or zehidng &to t h e  County 
service shall not affect the anniversary day of any employee. 
A. All employees shall accrue vacation credits at the rate of one half (112) 
day per bi-weekly payroll period, except that new County employees 
shall not accrue vacation credits until they shall have completed six (6) 
full bi-weekly payroll periods. As of January 1,2004, all employees who 
have completed five (5) years of service shall accrue fifteen (15) days of 
vacation time as of January 1 of each year. 
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B. Additional vacation credits for length of service shall be gr-anted each 
employee annually on hislher anniversary date in accordance with the 
following schedule; provided however, that no employee shall receive 
fewer vacation credits for completed years of continuous service than 
heishe earned or accumulated in 1970. 
Completed Years of Additional Completed Years of Additional 
Continuous Service , ;Vacation Credits Continuous. Service Vacation Crebts 
. .  ' 2 1 working day :i3 - 15 7 wmking days 
3 2 working days 16  - 18 8 working days 
4 -  5 3 .working days 19 - 20 . 9workingdays 
6 - .  7 4 working days 21 - 22 . . . 10 working days 
8 -  9 5 working days' 23 :- 24 11 working days 
' 10 -12 . . 6 working days 25 & over . 12  working days 
No vacation credits may be accumulated beyond a maximum of fifty (50) 
days, except that such total accumulation shall be exclusive of a n y  holiday 
credits earned In accordance with Article XI11 ~uhsect ion  1 a, b, c. I t  shall 
be the responsibility of the  appointing authority to n o t e  t h e  employee 
when that  employee has accumulated vacation credits equal to hisher 
maximum less five (5) vacation credit days. Failure to notify an employee 
individually and in writing regarding the maximum accumulation, crf 
vacation credits shall preclude the cancellation of such excess credits. No 
cancellation shall be made .until the emplojree has been properly notified . 
a n d .  ten (10) full bi-weekly payroll periods have elapsed following such 
notification. . . 
D. The time at.which'vacation may be' drawn by an  employee.shall be subject 
to prior approval by the appointing authority. The request of an employee 
with respect to such time shall be honored by the appointing authority to 
the  fullest extent possible consistent with the effective conduct of the 
- 
County's business and with the relative' seniority of employees in the 
department. Normally, vacation will be taken. annually and 'for the total 
amount of accumulated credits. However, an employee may, wi th  the prior 
approval of the appointing authority, utilize hislher vacation credits in 
such lesser amounts and at such times as may be jointly agreed to by the 
employee and hisher appointing authority. In the event the  employee is 
unable to utilize vacation credits bty+use.of the Employer's decision, the 
emplolie . . shall be secured horn the loss of vacationcredits. . , 
Insofar as practiciblk, accumulated vacation credits sha" be used prior to 
transfer. If that.. is.. not possible, the County agency, department or 
institution to.;ivhich' an: employee is tr.ansferrbd sha l l  credit the employee 
for all vacation credits accumuldedpiior  to transfer. It shall- be the 
responsibility of the appointing authority releasing the employee to 'kform 
the  employee a n d  appdinting authority gaining the employee b y  written 
notiiiiation of t h e  ' amowit  of accumulated credits, if any, due such 
.employee. 
In the event of the separation of a n  employee k o m  County service by . 
transfer, resignation, retirement o r  death, accumulated vacation credit. 
s h a l l b e  compensated for by dash payment to the employee or to hisher 
beneficiary or estate,:as the,case may be, up to the m a x h u m  accumulation 
peimitted. No $ompensation for accumulated vacation credit :shall be. paid 
an em.p1oyei.discharged for cause. . ' ' . 
. . 
When a holiday enumerated in Section l(a) of this article. falls on a . 
scheduled day o f  vacation of an employee,. such employee will - not ,be., . ' . 
charged .a day of vacation for said holiday. 
Sick Leave 
(I) On and after the effective date of this Agreement, an employee shall 
earn  sick leave credits at the rate of one half (112) working day per 
bi-weekly payroll period, to be credited on the last day of each payroll 
period. 
(2) Sick leave shall be authorized in the event .of the  illness or other 
physical disability of the  employee up to the full extent of accumulated 
sick leave credits. Included within the term disability is the child 
bearing stage of pregnancy. I n  the event of illness or disability of a 
member of the employee's immediate family (parent, sibling, spouse or 
child) which circumstance requires the employee's presence, sick leave 
shall be authorized up to  a maximum of seven (7) days in any one 
calendar year or up to the amount of hidher accumulated credits, 
whichever is less. 
The Federal Equd Employment Opportunity Commission recognizes 
three (3) stages in pregnancy for determining when a pregnant 
employee is disabled. They-are the dormant, child bearing and child 
rearing stages. Job disability is associated only with the child bearing 
stage and requires a certification of a duly licensed physician, stating 
that the employee is unable to continue to perform any of the  normal 
and usual duties and responsibilities of her position. The 
determination that a job disability no longer exists also requires a 
certification of a duly licensed physician. 
Unused sick leave credits may be accumulated up to a maximum of 
180 working days. Sick leave credits may be used in hour units or any 
multiple thereof. 
The employee is respo'nsible for notifying hisher supervisor, or the 
appointing authority, each time sick leave is to he taken and the 
reason therefor. Advance notification shall be given whenever 
possible, no later than one half hour after the employee's normal time 
for reporting to work. However, in the event that the work of the 
employee is such that  a substitute would be required, the appointing 
authority may require earlier notification whenever possible, but not 
more than two (2) hours prior to  the beginning of the employee's work 
day. 
The appointing authority, in hisher discretion, may require such proof 
of iUness or disability as helshe may deem necessary: Upon absences 
of more than three (3) days because of illness or disability, the 
appointing authority may require that a doctor's certificate be 
furnished substantiating the employee's claim of iJlness or disability. 
The appointing authority may also require the employee to be 
examined at the expense of the Employer by a physician designated by 
the appointing authority. 
Failure to  provide proper notification, failure to submit such proof of 
illness or disability a s  may be required, unsatisfactory evidence of 
illness or evidence indicating that the physical condition of the 
employee was not such as  t o  justify absence fiom work, o r  any other 
abuse: of 'sick leave bay be: cause for disciplinary action, a t  the 
. . dhretion.of the appointing authority.. . 
. . 
(7) The parties to this ~greement~recogni~e  andaccept t h e  principle t h a t '  
abuse of sick leave 'cannot. be toleiated and further recognize - and 
. . 
accept t h e  fact that. ..an em&yee who  has rendered :'faithful and 
x$icient senrice should not be unduly penalized'.fot ibsences due to 
factors of health not &thin, hi& :co&bl. It is' the stated igreement , 
' 
between the parties that they will cooperate to avoidany p a c t i c e  or 
, .practices which constitutean abuse of sick leiwe. . . . . 
(8) The appointing authority. may require an. employee who has been on , 
sick leave, prior to and as a condition of,hii/her return to work to  be 
. examined, a t  the expens.e of the Employkr,:by aphysician designated, . 
by the appbinting authority t o  establish t h ~ t  the employee is able t o  
perform hisher normaliduties i h d  that .hisher return to work will not 
jeopardi& . hisher own.'health and safety or 'the health n d  safety of 
. . 
'other employees. 
(9) When an employee is transferred within the County service hidher 
, accumulated sick leave' credits shall"bk transferred with h l n h e r .  The ' 
releasing appoi&ng authority is kpons ib le  . . .  foi .no.tlfylng both the 
. . gaining appointing authority and the  einployee in writing of the 
amount of such transferred creditc;. , . . 
(lo) ,Unused accumulated iickleave credits shall not be compensated f i r  in 
the event. of the separation of & employee from- County service., Any.. 
employee returning to County service in a position within 
one (1) year of hisher terminatidn shall be re-credited with sick leave 
credits which w&e'cancelled at the  time of hisme.r separation £corn 
coudty seivice . 
4. Extended Sick Leave - The Employer may grant  an extension of sick leave with 
pay t o  any permanent employee who has  exhausted all hisher sick leave, 
vacation and overtime credits, provided, however that compensation for such 
exteided sick leave be a t  one half (112) the normal salary of such employee and 
that any such extension not exceed the rate of eleven (11) working days for each 
completed year of conthuous County service. For the purpose of this section, a 
leave of absence without pay, except for Military Leave, in excess of three (3) 
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months shall not be included. in d&termining continuoukservice. An employee 
desiring extended sick leave under this provision shall request same in writing 
through hisher appointing authority. T h e  appointing authority 'shall forward 
. a n y  such re.quest to. . the . Employer together with hisher recommendation. 
. . 
5. Personal Leave - 'Personal leave is leave with pay for personal business, 
including , religious observances, which for compelling reasons require the 
employee to absent hi.mself/herself fi.0.m w.ork. Such leave will not be  charged 
against other leave credits. Personal leave credits may not be used i n  place of 
or t o  extend- vacation. . . 
.On the 'effective date of this Agreement . and on each subsequent 
anniversary 'date thereof, .each employee. shall be credited with four '(4) 
days of personal leave, except as. hezein otherwise p.ros6ded. ' ' .. . 
Employees who enter o r  re-enter County service after the effective date of 
this Agreement shall be credited with one (I) day of personal leave for each 
full quarter remaining in that  calendar year, provided, however, t h a t  the 
total personal leave credits of ahy employee re-entering County service 
shall not exceed four (4) days in any calendar year. 
Personal leave may be drawn only upon written request whenever possible 
and at a time convenient to and approved in advance by the appointing 
authority; provided however, that  personal leave allowed for religious 
observance shall be granted on the days and hours required, insofar as the 
same may be granted without interference with the proper conduct of 
government functions. 
Personal leave credits may be used in hour units or any multiple thereof. 
Personal leave credits are not cumulative. However, any unused personal 
leave credits a t  the end of the calendar year shall be transferred and 
credited to the employee's accumulated sick leave as provided in Article 
XIX, Section 1. Unused personal leave crehts shall not be compensated for 
in event of the separation of an employee &om County service. However, 
when an employee is transferred within County service, h i sher  unused 
personal leave credits shall be transferred with such employee. 
Leave for Court and Jury .Attendance - On proof of.the necessity of jury 
service .. - or appearance as a witness pursuant t o  subpo'ena or  other order of a 
court or body, a n  employee shall b k  granted a leave of absence with pay 
with no charge against leave credits; however, t h a t  this section 
'shall 'not apply t o  any absence by a n  employee occasioned by such in 
appearance if helshe -is . party . to an  action. 
. '. 
B. If a n  emplpyee is called' for ..jury -duty during a twenty-four hour 'period in . 
. . which the employee is schddule'd t o  work and tho empIoyee is required to  
. . serve, that emp'loiee will receive the' binifit in section Aabov'e. 
C .  Sub-sections A and B above .shall not .apply to Town and 'village Justice 
Courts unless jury duty therein coincides with t he  employee's 'scheduled 
7. Leave for, Civil Service Examinati6n - Upon due notice and of an 
. admission slip for the examinationto hisher appointing authority, a n  employee 
shall be -given leave. with pay to .take my'.Rockland :County Civil Service 
. . 
examination,. 
. . 
8. Militarv. Leave a n d  Other Leave Requifed b y  Law - The appointing authority 
, ghall:grant'.a& leave df absence with pay:req+r&d by law.. 
. .  . 
9. A. .Educational Leave 
. . 
(I)  An employee who is required by the Employer to complete a specific 
training courke or eduiational program shall be granted a leave of . . 
absence with full pay for the duration of such cogse or program. - .  
(2) The Employer &ay grant educational leave with pay to a n  employee, 
upon .the request and recommendation of the appointing authority. 
The ;ate of pay shall be determined by the Employer, but in no event 
shall exceed the normal imnual salary of the  emp.loyee. Such leave 
shall not exceed (2) years in duration and shall not exceed two (2) 
, 
years during any five (5) years of County service. . 
9. . B . Tuition Reimbursement 
(I) Each quahfymg employee shall be eligible to receive reimbursement of 
college tuition fees up to a maximum of four hundred dollars ($400.00) 
per annum. 
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. . (2) QuaLfymg College 'course: 
Coursestaken at ah ac&ed$,ed institution of higher learning which 
, 
clearly improve present job. skills andlor would provide the .employee 
with knowledge or skills necessary for another ~o.sition within the. 
b ariainink. unit -are eligible. This shall. also .include courses offered 
by other institutions certified or licensed by the New York State 
Department . . of Education that  simil&ly improve job related skills. 
Applicants wishing' pre-approval' df t h e  coukes that they intend to 
take .must submit catalogue 'description of same t o  the  District 
~ t t o r n e ~  a t  .least three (3) weeks before the commencement of.  . 
classes. 
The County- retains the ultimate right to determine whether or not 
specific courses meet 'eligibility requirements. 
C. Pavment ~eimbursernent' 
Payment reimbursement' wjll be made subsdquent 
official transcripts. to the 'District Attorney ghovbig 
completion. 
to , submission of 
successful course 
Applications for reimbursement must be submitted within six (6) 
months of course completion. 
The maximum reimbursement for each year of this agreement for all 
employees utilizing this program shall be Two Thousand Dollars 
($2,000.00). Requests for reimbursement once that allocation is 
reached may be denied. 
10. W a ~ e  Continuation Plan - Woik Related 
A. An employee who is determined by hisher appointing authority to be 
unable t o  perform the usual and normal duties of hisher employment 
because of occupational injury or disease as defined in the Worker's 
Compensation Law, and as a result thereof is necessarily absent fiom 
work, and files a claim therefor with 'the Worker's Compensation Board, 
shall, after a waiting period of ten (lo) working days, be allowed leave from 
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.his/her position with .full pay for any period of absence not to exceed 
sixty-.five (65) &orking .days within' six (6)months from the date 6f such 
' disablement as determined by the ...w drker's. Compensation BO ar d. Such 
leave may heextended in the discretion of the ~ r n ~ l o ~ e r  up to an additional 
sixty-five (65) ~ o r k i n ' ~ .  dayk within nine (9) months flom the d a t e  of. the 
disablement . . as d&erminedby the Woiker's ~bmiensatibn Bqad .  ' ' . 
Worker's Compensation benefits for &age or salary  omp pens at ion . . t o  which 
the employeeis ormay be ent'it1ed.for any period for which the 6mployee is 
receiving or has receivedpay flom .the Employer under the provision of this 
section- shall be -ass,igned by the .employee to the '.Employer as 
rebbursement for wages paid. ~ n : e m p l d ~ e ~  who receives a check for such 
compensati& benefits £rom ' the Worker's ~ o m ~ e n s a & m  Insurance 
Company for-any.period for which the employee 'is- entitled to benefits from 
the Employer unde'r the pro&ions' of'this section sh& within f ive  (5) 'days 
thereafter convey said check to the ~ ~ ~ - 1 o ~ e r  after duly endorsing same, or 
?hall rekbui-se the .Employer for thd amount of said. check.. . Receipt and 
: 'dep&it by a n  kployee.  of such ~ c k k e r ' s  '~om~knsa t ion  benefi ts  without 
reimbursement to the Employ& a s  provided for. herein shall' be -deemed to ' 
be 'a waiver by such einployee of: the benefits pro&d&d for in this Section, 
' and .hhe ' Employer .,may take whatever , action it cons'iders necessary ' to 
recover payments it has m,adeto the employee under the provisions of t,&s 
section. 
. . 
Before granting leave. with pay pursuant to the provision of this  section, 
the appointing authority may.require such proof of the employee's inability 
to perform the usual: and normal duties of hisher e.mployment. a s  it .may 
deem necessary. 
. . 
1 f  the employee's claim for benefits under the Worker's compensation Law 
is controverted by the Worker's Compe&ation Insurance Company the 
employee shall not b,& entitled t o  leave under this section. If final 
determination of the controverted claim is in favor of the employee, helshe 
shall .be entitled to receive the benefits of this section a s  i f  such claim. had 
never been:co.ntroverted. 
Leave under this section may be withheld or terminated if the appointing 
authority determines that the qccupational injury or disease suffered by 
the employee is of such a nature as to permanently incapacitate himher 
from performing the duties of hisher position. 
F. An employee who seceives'full pay for any period of leave under this section 
shall earn vacation, personal and sick leave credits during such period. 
. . 
G. Upon request of the employee to resume hisher employm.ent a t  or 'prior to 
the expiration of the maximum period of allowed leave, the appointing 
authority may require the employee . t o  undergo .medical. examination by a 
physician. designated by the  appointing .authority and at. the expense of the 
Employer before 'the employee. may be permitted to resume hislher 
employment, in order to establish that such employee is physically and 
mentally able to perform the usual 'and normal duties ' of h i sher  
employment without jeopardizing .the health and safety of other employees 
as well as hislher own. . : 
. . 
H. In order to  enable $he appointing authority to make such determinations as 
are authorized or required wider this section, the appointing authority'may 
require an employee a t  any time to be eiamined by .a physician designated 
by the appointing authority.at the ~ m ~ l o y e r ' s  expen$e. 
. . 
. . 
I. This section shall not be construed to  require extensib;n of any employment 
I beyond the, time at  which it would otherwise terminate. . . . 
1.1.. Bereavement Leave 
A. An employee shall be allowed a maximum 6f three (3) days bereavement 
. 'leave i n  the event of a death 'within hisher himediate family (parent, 
parents of spouse, grandpare.nts, grandchildren, brothers, sisters, children 
or spouse). 
B. An employee shall be allowed a maximum of one (l) day bereavement leave 
in the event of the death of the grandparents or siblings of spouse. 
ARTICLE XN - Leave Without Pay 
1. .General - The appointing authority, upon the written request of the  employee, ' 
may grant a leave of absence without pay to such employee not t o  exceed one 
year. Such leave must be for a specific period of time; however, the  employee 
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and the appoipting authority may. . ..mutuallyagree t o  terminate suc.$leave prior 
to its expiration. . . 
. .  . 
2. ~ a t e r n i t v  Leave - . .A  pregnant employee holding aposition by permanent 
appointment, upon writtenrequixt, shall:be granted a leave of absence without . . 
pa$ 'fir any pkiod of t ime n i t  exceeding six (6) months; which-may b e  extended 
by the. appointing authority, provided that the total leave granted ha l l  not . 
exceed one year. ' 
, 3. When a .permanent Countyemployee accepts a permanent appointment to a ' ' 
po&tion .within.' County . service ::in which helshe i s  - required to . serve a . 
term, the position thus vicatedby the employee shall not be filled , . ' 
except on a.temp0rar-y or. contingent .permanent basis..during such probationary , 
. 
t e r m .  At any time during th6,probati&ary term, the employee'.shall have the 
' right to return to hisher pieirioue at.hidh& own election. . , 
. . . .  
ARTICLE XV - Medical. Sureicd. and ~o&Ditalization.~nskan& :and. other  
.The' Employer agr'ees t o  pay 100% of 'the .premium .or .cost. for. the hidividual 
employee . and' dependexits.. for coverage under' tlie c6re plus.~'rnedical and . . 
psychk$ric enhancement as .described. in the New York .Insurance Plan 
(known as the Empire.Plzin). . . . . 
The Employer may elect to provide the same benefits provided by the core 
plus medical and psychiatric enhancements as  described in the New York 
Insurance Plan (known as the Empire Plan) through an insurapce company 
Licensed to do business in the State of New York, provided that: 
(1) The benefits shall-be the same b all respects; ' , 
(2) The prescription drug coverage shall be the same; 
. . 
(3). The .geographic areas of acceptability shall be the same;: 
(4)   he participating providers shall be provided whenever and wherever 
possible. It is recognized that the Employer cannot guarantee that 
each and every participating provider shall be identical, however, the 
Employer sha.ll.use its best efforts to provide the equal number of 
participating providers.in the same medical specialties in the core plus 
medical and psychiatric enhancements .as described in the New . . York 
~nsuia&e Plan (known as the Empire Plan). 
In the event the Employer elects t o  pro,vide such plan.through aninsurance 
company, the Employer: 
(1) S h d  continue t o  pay.100% of the premium for the individual employee 
and dependents; and . . 
(2) The 'plan shall not become'effective until at  least ninety (90) 
delivery of notice to the Union President, as'set forth herein. 
Any dispute concerning: 
(1) whether the benefits are the same; 
(2) whether the ge~graphie areas of acceptability are the same; 
. . .  
(3)' whether the number of participating provides are sufficient; 
. . 
days after 
shall be resolved by expediting binding arbitration, pursuant t o  the 
voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association. 
It is agreed and understood by and between the parties that the Employer 
shall provide notice to the Union President at least ninety (90) days prior to 
the effective date of the plan change, irr order for the Union to determine 
whether or not the plan change provides the same level of benefits as set 
forth herein. In the event the Union determines that the plan change does 
not provide the same level of benefits, the Employer shall not be permitted 
t o  implement any change until such time that the matter has been resolved 
through expedited binding arbitration, pursuant to the voluntary Labor 
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association. 
(1) Employees hired between January 1, 1994 and April 8, 1996 shall 
contribute on a flat fee basis the dollar equivalent of the following 
percentage of the state net COBRA rate in effect on January 1, 1994 
for 130 payments (equivalent to a period of five years) horn their 
eligibility for medical benefits, after which contributions shall not be 
. I 0  
.r.e.quire'd: twelve per..cent (12%) for family coverage and ten per cent 
(1.0%) .or ~ndividual~~overa~e.  . ' 
Employees h k d  between . . April 9,1996 and December.31, 1997 shall . ' 
contribute on a f la t  fee basis the dollar equhalent of the '  follqwing 
percelitage of the state n e t  COBRA rate in effect on January', 1, 1996 
for 260 payments (equivalent to ,.a :period of ten years) from their. 
eligibility for m6dii.d benefits', after which.cc&ibuticjns s h d  not be 
. . 
required:.faixteenper cent ,(14%) for fkmily coverage .and twelve per. 
cent (12%) for individual c6veragk. 
Employees hi& 'between January 1, 1998 and .December 31, 1999 
shall  contribute on a flat feedbasis the dollar equivalent of the  following 
percentage o'f the -.state. net .  COBRA rate' ik effect an Januaxy 1; 1998 
for 312 payments (eipivalent ti a period of twelve y6.a-r~) from their 
eligibility for medical 'b'enefits, after -which contributions sha l l  not be' 
.required: &teen  p e r  .cent. (16%)-for family coyerage and fourteen per 
cent (14%) for individual coverage. 
. . 
Employees hired on o r  after July I., 2002 shall contribute o n  a flat fee 
basis the dollar equivalent of the folloiving of t h e  state net . ' 
COBRArate in effect on t h a t  date for  390 paymeyts (equivalent ' t o a  
period of fifteen years).frox& their eligibility for medical benefits, aftei 
which contiib&iofis shall not be requled: . .  . e,ight6en per cent  (18%) for 
family coverage and sixteen per cent (16%) for individual coverage. 
State net COBRA rates'set forth . . above shall be d i t e p i n e d  on January 
1 of any applicable year. . 
. . 
G. Lag for New Hires: Effective January 1, 1994 dl new hires-shall become 
eligible for medical benefits after completing three (3) months of service. 8 .  
Dental Plan: The Employer agrees to provide a dental plan covering the 
individual employee only, for the life of this agreement. The County agrees to 
provide the same dental plan benefits to employees' eligible dependents. 
A .  The Employer will provide the same level of Health a n d ~ e n t a l b k e f i t s  
(except as noted below) through another insurance. carrier, self-funding or 
any combination thereof it deems necessary. . . 
I 3. To the extent available, an H M O  Option will be .offered t o  
dependents a t  a cost no greater than otherwise provided herein. 
employees and 
4. ' The,  Employer agrees t o  pay a percentage of health and dental  insurance 
for a part-time &nployee. in . the proportion that such part-time 
employee's position as established or subdivided bears t o  the basic work  week 
or 'work period of full-time positions. in that title or category., subject t o  any 
limitations imposed by the Manual of ~rocedures for .Participating 
Subdivisions, New .York' State ~ o v e r n ~ e n t  . Employees' Health Insurance 
~ r o g r a m .  Further, t h a t  th is  h i t a t i o n  shall. apply only t o  such employees 
appointed on or after the date, of the ratzcation of this Agreement by the 
Legislature of Rockland County,' or on 1/1/80, whichever shall occur later: 
ARTICLE XVI - Partici~ation in the New York state Retirement Svstem 
The Employer agrees that it will continue the non-contributory retirement plan 
as contained in Section 75-i of the Retirement and Social Security Law. 
The Employer agrees to continue to adopt the following options provided by the 
Retirement and Social Security Law if still available. 
A. Application of unused Sick Leave credits upon retirement. (Section 41-j) 
B. Service allowances for.Militaty Service in World War 11. (Section 41-k) 
C. Transfer of Service from another system. (Section 43-g) 
D. Credit for other Military Service as provided in Section 243 (4) of the 
Militkry Law. 
E. Guaranteed ordinary death benefits. (Section 60-b) 
The parties agree to reopen negotiations over the issue of 20 year retirement for 
Tier 3 and 4 employees (603-0 & 603-p) when and if the members of the unit are 
determined to be eligible and the appropriate legislation is adopted. 
ARTICLE XVII t .Grievance 'Procedure . . 
. . 
The Grievance Procedure as contained in Appendix C ishereb;.adopted and made 
an-integral part of this Agreement. 
. . 
ARTICLE ' ~ I I -  Definitions of Terms as Used 1n This . .  . Ameement . . 
. . 
. .  . 
. . .  
1. ~ n n i v e r s a r v ~ a t e  . . . .  . The annual anniversary of an employee's d a t e  of k s t  
' apppintment in continuous. County service; except that 
employm&t as a Student Employee shallnot b e  included 
in such  omp put at ion o r  detefmination. T h i ~  .provision . . 
shall .not app1'y to any .employbe in the appropriate 
negotiating.unit .as of December 31, i974. 
Continuous Service Continuous employmerit from the date of appointment in . ' 
County se&iie mhere there has been no-break of service . 
in -excess . of one (1). year, eke$", authorized leave .of 
kbsenee; except that emplkyment as a Student Employee 
shall not be included in .such. computation' or . 
de termhiation. This .provision. shall -not apply to. . any 
employee ' in . the appropriate n@o$iat&g unit as of ' 
Decemberil, 1974. , . . 
Either one of two echeduled cbnsecutive 24-hour periods 
during which the employee is not, regularly required to 
work. .. . . . . 
4. Employee One whose position or job has been determined to be 
within the negotiating unit. 
a. A part-time employee is one whose work is less than 
'the basic work week for the class of position Fn the 
department, institution, office or agency concerned. 
5. Grievance Any alleged violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable , 
application of this Agreement. 
6. ~ e a v e  Authorized .absence of an  employ,ee "from: h i sher  work 
, during hisher normal working hours. 
7. Promotion Promotion is a movement ' to  another position 'which . 
requires substantially the .same basic knowledge and/or 
. abilities a s  the former position but which involves greater 
responsibilities and/or skill, , is allocated t o  a higher 
. salary grade and requires. additional educational andlor- 
' 
experienci.qualifications within the same general field of 
. . 'requirements. 
8. Representative 0'ne designated. by the employee. or a group of employees. . 
in the &se of .group grievances t o  act in hislher or their 
behalf in the processing of a grievance. 
9. Unclassified, classified, exemlst, competitive, non-competitive, labor, 
permanent. ~rovisional,  temporarv, transfer, demotion and reclassification 
Are used and defined as they are used and defined in the 
New ~ o r k  State Civil Service Law and the  Rockland 
County Civil Service Rules. 
10. Appointing AuthoritvA public officer having- the.. power .to appoint or employ' all 
. . 
.. . 
. . subordinates' and employees in hisher  respective office, 
'agency or dep artmenti 
1 1. Emer ~ e n c v  . E v e n t s  or circumstinces beyond t h e  '.control .of the 
. Employer such as an Act of God, riot, flood, civil disorder 
or any.other sbi lar  act. 
. . 
12. Seniority Length of continuous service from date of first permanent 
appointment in the title of Investigative Aide in the Office 
of the District Attorney of Rockland County for the 
purpose of selecting employees for overtime work or work 
at hours other than  the regular working hours,  among 
those employees determined by the appointing authority 
to  have the  skills and abilities for the work to be 
performed. 
ARTICLE XTX - General Provisions 
1. All leave credits, including personal leave, as  provided for in Article XIII 5D, 
accumulated or sarned by a n  employee as  of the  dose of business December 31 
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of .any .year shall be carried over to the  .employee's credit as  of t he  start of 
business January 1 .of the subsequent year. 
A bulletin board, or a reasonable portion of existing bulletin boards, will be 
.made avgilgble for .employees..and the Union's use whenever it is possible 
and practic.dto do so. ..Bulletin bo.ards.:which serve the general public shall 
not be u k d  by &.employ& or the Union.: 
Designation of.a bulletin board for use by an.employee or the Union..shall. 
be made by the .appointing authority concerned. 
. . 
Any bulletin board .so .designated shall .not be used for personal business or 
-political :activhy.. Any material posted must be dated. and removed after 
thirty (30) days. . The U.ni0.n assumes' .responsibility for maintaining 
designated bulletin boards iq a' neat and orderly manner. However, .the 
Employer reserves the r ight  to remove any material which.in its judgment 
does not c d o r m  to the iequ&ementsof this section. 
. . 
The I3mploy& agreeg t o  maintain a wo&ing enbirbmient that  reasonably 
serves t h e  comfort, well being. and safety of its employees. Wh6iever. 
practical and possible. within the limitation impose'd by' a location, 
the Employer will ende'avor'. to . . maintainad~quate rest area facilities. 
. . 
Where theappointing authority or: hisher designee considers the  working 
environment t o  h unreasonable at a particular location because .of unusual, 
or abnormal.conditions, and where affe&d;employees are not reassigned, to 
other locations, such &&ed employee may be rdieved, bf their normal 
duties during the contikation of such conditions. Such leave with pay 
shall not be charged against any other leave bredits.. 
. 
4. In the event a unit member is authorized and required to use hislher personal 
vehicle on ~ h ~ l o ~ e r - r e l a t e d  'business, helshe shall be entitled t o  mileage ' 
reimbursement as established by the  IRS, .at the rate ineffect for the  current 
ye ar . 
- 5. The Employer agrees to k n i s h  each of its employees .one copy of this 
Agreement. 
The Employer shall provide every pay period, to each Employee, the total of all 
earned or accumulated paid leave credits as of that date, 
A. The Union shall designate one (1) representative for the office. The Union 
shall furnish the Employer the name of the representative and shall keep 
the designation current at all times. 
B. When requested by the employee, a representative may investigate any 
alleged grievance in hisher assigned .work area and assist in its 
presentation. They shall be allowed reasonable time therefor during 
working hours without loss of time or pay, upon notification and with.the 
approval of their immediate supervisor. 
A. The Union shall f kn i sh  the' Employera list of the negotiating committee 
members and shall keep th,e list currentat all times. The Committee shall 
consist of no more than thrie (3) County.em~loyees. ' . . . . . 
B. Members of the ..negotiating &urnittee of the Union shall be allowed 
reasonable ' time.:off .for .negotiations as .,necessary during regular working 
ihours'witho& loss of time or pay upon notificatibn and with:the approval of 
their respective jmmediite supenrisor. 
. . 
1t  is. agreed and understood that any employee :who is absent from work under 
the provisions of Section 7 addor .  Section 8 :of this article shall not be 
compensated for 'axiy hours in excess of hisher.regular working hours. . 
It is .agreed and xnderstooa that the. actiGties of .the 'Union representatives 
shall be carried o u t &  a manner t h a t  will .&nimize in&rference with normal 
-work functions. 
Employees shall be entitled to one (1) 15 minute rest period for each 3 112 or 4 
hours respectively for a 35 hour week and a 40 hour week employee during the 
regular work day. 
Employees shall be furnished meals or a meal allowance of $6.00 aker each 
four (4) consecutive hours of overtime work under conditions established by the 
appointing authority. 
' 13.. .A. All written communicitibris . from the '  Union t o  the -Employer . . shall be 
addiekid to: 
County. Executive; or 'designee . .. 
~ b & t ~  df Rockland , . 
11 New:~.em~ste;ad Road 
' New City, New York '10956 . . , 
. . 
B. .All written communications, from t h e  ' ~ m ~ l o ~ e r  t o  the union' shall be ' 
addressed to: 
.President , 
Rockland County Investigative Aides' Association 
- .  
.PO Box 111 
West ~av&traw,  NY 10993 
. . 
. . 
14. If as a result of ' a .  sngw emergeicy de.?lared by the .Sheriff or Legislature of 
Roddand county, ' county. agenbies ate .closed, employees required to work on 
such days- shall receive. compensatoky time off or have an' equivalent. amount of'  
time added totheir  vacations, at the optibn of the employees coxicereed. ' . . 
, . 
. . 
15. ' ~ h e : ~ o u n t ~  will make every effort to. issue checks oathe  ~ h u k d a ~  before . - 
payday (after . '~:oo p:m.) to employeeg who. .are off on Friday as a day of .rest' and 
t o  employeeg who are schedules to. work &ening,and night shifts. 
16. The Employer ag-reesto continue its present policy on payment of tuition costs 
for employees takilig job-related trsining. . . . - . . 
17. A. An .employee shall have an opportunity t o  review. hisher .~erso&el  fle,' 
maintained a t  hisher place of employment, in .the .presence of the 
appointing authority or hisher - designee upon five days notice, a n d  to place 
, ' in such £ile - a written response of reasonable. length t o  anytbing contained 
: there&which such iqployee deems to  be .dve'rse: 
B. ~ o t w i t h s t a n d i n ~  any of the above, pre-e&phyment material shall be 
privileged a n d  not be made available to such employee. 
18.The Disciplinary Procedure as contained in Appendix D is hereby adopted 
and made a n  integral part of this agreement. 
19. On December 1, 2003 and on each December 1 thereafter, unit members 
I 
may submit a request for reimbursement of up to  $250.00 spent. o n  clothing 
during the prior 11 months.th& can be demonstrated was necessary for the . , 
performance ' of the job. The County shall process. 'such requests for 
reimbursement when accompanied by a written statement of necessity Gom 
.the unit'member.and receipts: for the clothing purchased. 
ARTICLE XX -Effective Date and Duration of this Ameement . 
This Agreement shall become effective January 1, 2001 through December 31, 2004. 
In the event this Agreement expires, the parties agree that al l  terms and conditions 
of employment shall remain in full force and effect until such time a s  may be 
modified and agreed upon by and between the parties, except that any increases t o  
wages shall n o t  be continued beyond the term of the agreement. Other than Salary, 
Article VLII, which is provided herein separately, no provisions of this Agreement 
shall be retroactive for any purpose prior t o  thirty days following the  date of 
legislative approval . 
ARTICLE XXI - Necessitv for Approval bv the A~propriate Le~s la t ive  Body 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION .204-a OF THE C M L  SERVICE 'LAW, IT IS 
, AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
ARTICLE XXII- Drug test in^ Promam - Investigative Aides 
A. Policy: The mission of the Rockland County District Attorney's Office is to 
effectively prosecute criminal cases on behalf of the People of the  State of 
New York with the highest degree of fairness, professionalism and 
integrity. The District Attorney's Office is concerned with the impact that 
qega l  drug use and drug abuse by its employees would have on the 
successful accomplishment of its mission and its need to insure the safety 
of its employees and the public a t  large. 
Therefore, it is the policy of the Rockland County District Attorney's Office 
to prohibit the use or possession (either on or off duty) of any habit forming 
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.drug, narcotic, controlled substance or marijuana by any employee unless . . 
po&ession by the employee i s  required i n  th&..course of official duties, or 
the .-drug, - n&c6tic, controlled substance or marijuana ' has bedn legally 
prescribed for 'the -employee. . . . . . 
. . .  
. . 
Any prescriptiorifor: drugs must be written for a valid medical, condition, by 
; a licensed to practice -medicineor . . otherpiictitioner authorized t o  
prescribe medication. Violation of this policy will result in immediate 
disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal. 
The ,County agrees &at this prqgrgm and all of the co&onents shall be 
: implemented in a fair,'reasonable and non-discriminatory manner. . 
Reuuired Tests: 
. . . . 
Pre-em~lovment: This -pragram .does not impair or address t h e  ability 
of the County to Conduct drug .testing - of .potential,'employees prior to  , , 
their .employment. . 
.Post Accident: . A drug test will be conducted under. the . following 
conditions following :an accident: 
(i) where the accident involves. a fatality; or . . . . 
(ii) the employee has received a citation for a moving traffic violation 
in connecti6n:with the accident,where the accident involved 
(a) bodily injury t o  any person who,' as a result of the  injury; 
immediately receives medical treatment away fiom the scene 
of the accident; .or . . . . 
@) one or more motor vehicles involved in the accident incurred 
disabling damage and m u s t  be transported away from the 
accident sceneby a tow truck or other vehicle. 
. . 
~easonabl 'e Suspicion: Reasonable   us pic ion i8 the criterion 
established by the Courts.as the basis for action by ap Employer when 
an employee is suspected of illegally using. drugs either o n  or off duty. 
Reasonable suspicion shall be based upon, among other things: 
observable phenomena, such as direct observation of illegally 
using or possession of drugs and/or the physical symptoms of 
being under the influence of a drug, controlled substance or 
marijuana; 
a pattern of abnormal conduct or erratic behavior; 
. . .  
arrest -or conviction for a drug. related offense or the 
ide&iication of an &mployee a s  the focus of a criminal 
investigation into illegal drug use or :trafficking; 
association with person@) using or trafficking in illegal drugs; 
. . 
informatiok piovidedeither by reliable andcredible sources oi 
from other sources, independently corroborated; 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
evidence that the employ& has tampered with a previously 
administered drug test andldr has made false or misleadmg . 
statements t o  District Attorney . . personhe1 regarding illegal use . 
of drugs. ', . . . 
Reasonable suspicion need not rise to the level of the standard of 
probable cause, but must be substantially more than a hunch. There 
must be good cause for the suspicion and there must be articulable 
reasons set forth in writing and providing to the employee, at  the 
time such testing is directed, the  factual basis for the directive. 
(4) Random Testing: All investigators, upon not&cation from the 
District Attorney or hisher designee that they are being scheduled 
for Random Drug Testing, will appear as required at  t h e  location 
specified for drug testing. Such tests will be unannounced and 
spread throughout the year. Random tests shall be given at any 
time during an employee's shift. The County shall have the right to 
direct an employee t o  submit to one such random test in  a twelve 
(12) month period. 
C. Test Refusal: Any refusal to undergo any of the tests for drugs outlined 
above may be accorded the equivalence of a positive test. An employee 
shall be deemed t o  have refused when the employee: 
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refuses o r  fails to .provide adequate urine for drug testing, without a 
valid medical explanation, after the emplayee has. been-notified of the 
reg&ement for urine testing;, ' . . . . 
-or- 
engages. . . in conduct that obstructs, .delays or- frustrates t h e  testing 
process. h, employee is expected t o  report without delay for  testing, 
as instructed. Upon the filing and, establishment, :of a disciplinary 
ckaige cbnsistent with the C d ~ e c t i v e ' - . ~ a r ~ a i h i n ~  Agrkernent, a n  
employee may be  di'smisse d and terminated frbm ,employm&t for . 
refusing to take a required test,,.. upon a hearing conducted in 
conformity with the collective Bargahing Agrbemgnt .and Civil Seivice 
. . 
~ a w  ~ect'idn.75.. 
Procedure for ~ r u ~ ' ~ e s t i n ~ :  As set forth above the employee must provide 
a urine ~ ~ & i m e n  which%dl,be analyzed by a certified laboratory. Urine 
specimens' will be collected, in a manner that @serves the dignity if the 
person tes.ted and insures the h e  grity of the sarnpie. 
. . 
ur ine  specimens d b e  identsed by contrd numbdr,and the &nployee's. 
identity will be disc'losed only-to those supe'&sors charged with t he  duty of 
.hvestigat&g or piosecuting v%l&ions. of the ~ i s t r i c t  Attorney's Office . 
Drug policy, t'o .other persons upon the written .eons+nt of the employee 
being tested, or -to other as may.be required bylawful process. 
. . 
After the collectio'n process is compl&ed, urine. 'spe&pens will be . .  
transported, stored. and analyzed :using procedures designed t o .  prevent 
tampering, including adoption of ,and implementation of approgriate chain 
of 'custody safeguards. 
Urine specimens wiU. be tested to determine the employee's -illegal use of 
drugs: AU urine specimens.identified as positive on the initial .teet(s) wi l l  
be confirmed.using gas chromatographjr/mass -.spec'tfometry (GC/MS); Only 
specimens . confirmed .positive by GCMS shall be reported positive. 
Specimens which are negative on the confirmation test will be reported as 
negative. , 
The employee's urine sample will be divided into two collection bottles. If a 
specimen is reported positive, the employee shall receive copies of any such 
reports and related records and thereafter may have the untested specimen 
independently tested by .a laboratory licensed by t h e  New York State 
Department of Health to perform f~rensic d r u g  testing, by notifying the 
appbinting authority, in writing, within ten (10) days of being notified of 
the .positive test.result. 
Confidehtialitv and ~ a i n t e n a n c e  of Records: ' Alhinployee test ing recbrds 
are confid~ntial .  and test results, will only be released t o  the employee, 
employee representative, appointing authority, the ~ o u n t y ~ t t o r n e ~  and t o  
other persons as maybe  required.by lawful process. Any other release of. 
information will only be allowed with the employee's consent. 
I N  WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caussd this Agreement .to be 
signed by their ..duly aut.horized officers, :and their corporate seals to be  hereunto 
' afExed. this day of ' 2003. ' 
ACCEPTED & AGREED TO: . . .  . . 
FOR THE COUNTY OF ROCKLAND: 
C. ~ C O T T  VANDERHOEF 6 
, County Executive 
FOR THE ROCKLAND COUNTY INVESTIGATIVE AIDES ASSOCIATION: /# h. 
President 
ATTEST: 

I . .  - ,  
, . 
, 
. . 
1. 
. . 
I 
2. 
3. 
. ARTICLE VIII - APPENDIX B 
. . 
PROVIS~ONS FOR THEADMIMSTRATION 
' . OFTKE ROCKLAND COUNTY 
SALARY PLAN 
Purpose '- 
The purpose of the Rockland County Salary Plan is to provide the County 
with a uniform and equitable .system for payment for services of its 
employees by: 
A. Establishing salary ranges for the several classes of positi&is in 
consideration of their relative difficulty and responsibility, and 
B. ~ s t a b l i s h i n ~  uniform. rules for the assignment a n d  administration of 
salaries.. . - ' . .  . 
Its further purpose is to  provide the Employer with an aid kom which it can 
make decisions concerning fiscal problems and to  provide dl appointing 
officers with assistance in preparing budgetary requests for personnel 
services and in making .appointments, transfers, promotions and other 
personnel transactions. 
Covera~e 
This salary plan covers .all employees of Rockland County who 'axe  in the 
recognized negotiating unit represented by the Union. 
Administration .' 
The adoption of a salary grade schedule and salary rules and of any 
additions,' deletions or modifications thereto shall be upon Resolution of the 
County Legislature. 
The-Commissioner of Personnel shall be responsible, in the, reviewing of 
perso6n'el 6%risaEtions, t o  monitor the payment of salaries -for compliance 
with - the .plan; 
a.dministration 
I I '  
and the .Commissioner.shall further beresponsible for the 
and continual review o f the  plan and 'for recommending any 
changes therein t o  the Employer. 
General 
. . 
. . 
Pavment Within Salarv Range., Nb employee shall be paid less than t h e  
starting salary bf t h e  grade to  which the employee's position has'been duly 
allocated, and .no employee shall be more 'than the normal maxim.um of 
the employee's.salary grade unless: 
A. The employee has been duly awarded o n e  (1) or more longevity 
increments, or . . . 
B .  The employeek salary at the time the position -was allocated or 
re-allocated t o  a salary pade  was already excess thereof.. 
. . 
. . .  
C. The 'employee has been. awarded a n  additional increment or. increment? 
. mandated b.y State or Federal Policy. . - 
Rate .of Pav . 
AU rates of pay prescribed in the salary grade plan are for full time 
employment in a position duly established by the Employer. 
Temporary or seasonal employees not occupying a duly established 
position shall be paid on an hourly basis and only for hours actually 
worked in accordance with the appropriate hourly rate for the position 
in the department, institution, agency or office concerned. 
Allocation of Position to Salarv Grades 
A. Existing Position TitIes. The allocation of the existing position titles t o  
the salary grades is as determined by the salary grade allocation list 
maintained by the Employer. Any reallocation of one (1) or more classes 
of positions among salary grades because of changing labor market or 
employment conditions shall be by resolution of the County Legislature 
after review of the recommendations submitted by the Commissioner of 
Personnel or by the Reallocation Appeals Board. 
A. 
, 'B. 
C. 
. . 
New Position Titles. After a position has been duly classsed or 
reclassified by the Department of Personnel and such action results in  a 
new position title, the Employer, upon establishmg the position, shall 
review the Commissioner of Personnel's allocation recommendation and 
allocate the position t o  an appropriate salary grade. . 
Subseauent. Reallocation Uaward. When a position title is reallocated to  
a higher salary grade, the salary of all employees occupying such 
positions shall .be established at  the same increment 'steps of the new 
grade as they were on their previous grade. : . . 
Subseauent Reallocation.Downward. When a position title'is redlocated 
to a lower salary grade, the salaries. of all employees occupying such 
pbsitions 'shall remain imchanged; however, such employees shall 
thereafter earn increments only in the lower salary grade. 
EliPibilitv for ~nkrement 1ncrLases Upon Reallocation. Reallocation of a 
position kom one salary grade t o  another shall not affect an employee's 
eligibility for an annual or longevity increment under Section 11. 
. . 
, ' 7. Reclassification of Positions . 
. . 
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result in^ in Hicrher Title. When an individual position h a s  been 
reclassified to a title allocated t o  a higher salary grade, an employee 
permanently appointed t o  such position shall continue t o  be paid in 
accordance with the original salary grade unless such employee is 
appointed t o  the reclassified title. In such case Section 9 becomes 
effective. 
~esu l t i ne  in Lower Title. When a position has been reclassified to a title 
allocated t o  a lower salary grade, the salary of any employee occupying 
the position shall remain unchanged and such employee s h d  thereafter 
be eligible t o  earn increments only in the lower salary grade. 
(1) This provision applie$ when an individual employee or the employee 
jointly with the Union initiates a request for reclassification and 
submits such request to  the Department of Personnel in the 
approved manner. 
The Commissioner of Persbmel will give reisonable ,notice .after 
receipt. of a n y  :app.lication for, a change in klassificatipn to the . 
appointing authority-land to the &nplFyees affected thereby. Any 
employees deshing t o  submit facts .orally-or in writing. in connection 
with the &da~$ification . . of a.ny shdl be afforded 
.reasonable opportunity'to do so. . . 
This..provisiop .shall not apply to  redassi£ications submitted .as .part 
of departmental budget submissioxk, d ~ p a i t m e ~ t r e ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n s  or 
any other 'changes in op:erations required by law, programs or 
policies dep&tmentalhitiativ&s. . 
Within ,the : h i t  set forth' above, when an individual eniployee or the 
e.mployee jointly wi th  t h e  . Union". initiates a request  for 
recl&hsification and submits such .request to the Department of 
Personnel in' the approved manner the. following is agreed to: 
a. Should .the reclassificati~n not be coqqlete'd' within. three (3) 
. '..months, a t  the empl.oyee(s), or ' the employee(s) jointly y i t h  .the 
Union, request, t h e  ~&nmissioner of ~ersonnel  shall provide a 
written report :within two (2) weeks as t o  the status of the 
pending reclassification . request,' together- .wi& .a proposed 
timetable for completion. 
b. 1'f t h e  Commissioner of Personnel confirms the existing 
classification or reclass3ies to a title'in the same orlower s a l a a  
grade, the. b dance of this provigion .is not; applicable. 
c. If the  Commissioner of Personnel approves reclass5cation to a 
title allocated to a higher salary grade, concurrent with its 
classification action, the Commissioner of Personnel shall direct 
the appointing authority to cease and desist using or assigning 
the employee to any duties and responsibilities other than those 
of the position to which sucli employee was originally appointed 
and shall concurrently notlfy the employee(s) who submitted 
such request and the Union. 
d. Shbuld .the appointing authority continue to assign 'duties and . 
responsibiiiti6s other th& those of the position to which the 
employee was originally appointed. for more than sixty (60) days 
after  t h e  date of the cease and desist letter, such employeeor 
the employee with the Union shall have a right to B e  a 
grievance to obtaii a money remedy of one. 0) increment. 
increase ih salary or .the starting salary of the, .higher position 
title; whichever is greater. Such right'to .file a grievance s h d  . 
not extend beyond four(4)months from the date of t h e  cease 
' . and desist letter signed by the .Commissioner of Personnel. 
e. If a grievance is properly filed and sustained, the money remedy 
' described' in .subsection 4 (d) above shall be retroactive to no 
eadier' than sixty '(60) days, prior to .the date of the .cease and 
desist letter. 
8. Appointments Above Starting Salarv . 
Spec& Appointments. The Employer may from time to time authorize 
specific appointments at an increment step above the starting salary of 
the grade if the position has been deemed by the Commissioner of 
Personnel as  being impossible to staff at only the starting salary. 
Appointment to increment levels beyond the starting salary shall be 
based on training andlor experience factors in accordance with standards 
established by the Department of Personnel. 
Desienated Position Titles. Where persi~tent  shortages of qualitied 
personnel exist or where it  is deemed advantageous to the County t o  
attract and to hold employees with special training or experience the 
Employer may, upon recommendation of the Department of Personnel, 
designate certain positions which may be filled and in which incumbents 
may be paid at increments above starting salary, in accordance with 
standards established by the  Department of Personnel, which reflect 
training and/or experience above the minimum required for the position. 
In  the event that an appointment to a position is made at a n  increment 
step above starting s a l q  as provided above, all incumbents in the same 
position title who meet the  experience standards shall be awarded 
increment increases to bring them in h e  with such appointee, provided 
however :that no salary shall exceed thk nqrmal maxiinurn of the salary 
grade for that po&tion. . 
9 .  Reaopointmints; Prdmotions . . and Demotions 
. . 
General. No employee of .the County shall suffer a:..loss +:pay by 
accepting a. kubsec&nt apebintment' in the County service' to a position . . .  .  
which ie 'allocated t o  a salary .grade no. lower th& the employ+ers present 
one. ~ o n s e ~ u e n t i ~ ,  .any such appointee shall be paid.th&'starthg sdary 
of the or'.the e&ployee's. current salary, .whichever is 
Promotions; Whenever the reappointment of a County employee , ' 
cpnstitutes a :promotional 'advance, :as defined by the ~ e ~ a r t m k t  of 
Personnel, such'.ekPlqyee shall receive one increment increase in .. salary . 
or the starting .salary of the -higher, position, whichever. is greater. 
Rea~~ointment  to a ~ositiod .allocated t o  a Lower'Salarv. Grade. 
Whenever a COU.& employee is subse&ently appointed- t o  another 
position which i s  allocated to -a lower salary grade (&chidhg but not 
limited to demotion action), such employee. shall be. reduced in salary t o  
the same increment step in . . the new grade as the employee was on in.the 
. . former grade: ' *  
Return to Original Position From Other Ass iments .  An employee who ; 
returns to the employee's . original , position after completing another 
assignment, whether -such b e  a temporary assignment or provisional ' .. 
promotion, shall be' paid the employee's last salary in the' employee's 
original poaitioq, Lereaied .by an annual or longevity ,increments or 
increases the employee would .have been eligible for had the 
.employee remahied in such original- position. 
. . 
An employee temporarily required or assigned t o  work in a duly 
established position allocated to a higher salary grade shall, after four (4) 
weeks, be paid the minimum salary authorized for such duly established 
position or one (1) increment above said employee's present salary, 
whichever is greater. Provided, however, that it is agreed and 
understood that such payment shall not constitute a grievance requiring 
the filling of such duly established position. 
1 
The intent is t o  restrict the use of 9.E above tocases of individuals assigned 
to work in estiiblished, encumbered po&tions when: the incumbent is' absent 
from work for an extended period of time. 
10. '~rahsfers  and Reinstatements 
A. Transfers Within Countv Se.rvice. If .an employee is- transferred. within 
the County Service, the employee shall continue to be paid the same -. 
salary, 
B. Transfers Into Countv Service. If an exiployee is.,t.ransferred into 
the County Service, the em*loyee shall normally be paid a t  the &arting 
salary in the grade of the position to which the employee i s  transferred. 
However, 3 this salary is below that which the employee is bejng paid in . 
the position horn which transferred, the employee may, upon 
recommendation of the Department of Personnel and specific 
authorization of the Employer, be paid up to the third increment step of 
the grade, due regard being given to the employee's total public service in 
the title in which transferred. 
C. Reinstatement From Former Countv Service. A reinstated County 
employee shall be paid a t  the increment level of the s a l a r y  grade of the 
position to which reinstated which is nearest tha t  of the employee's 
former salary in the County position 'from which reinstated, provided 
however, no such employee shall be deprived of the effect of any general 
wage increases or subsequent grade reallocation upward. For purposes 
of salary administration, any former County employee who has been 
rehired in the same or equivalent position title within one (1) year from 
the termination of the previous employment s h d  be paid as a reinstated 
County employee. 
D. Reinstatement From Other Jurisdictions. A former employee of another 
Civil hivision reinstated to a position in the County Service shall be paid 
in accordance with Section 10.B applying to transfers into t h e  County 
Service. 
11, Increment and .Loneevitv . .  . Increases 
General. The .service -of each employee shall be ,reviewed 'by the 
department head or appointing authority for the purpoge of determining 
whether such .kp loyee  shall be reeommepded for a n  annual or longevity 
increment' $crease: All personnel re.cordi, including those pertaining. to  
. 
. 
attendance and. tardiness, shall be .considered. Any increment which is 
not awarded as a result of .an'unfavorable'.evaluatioh f service when. the 
employee would otherwise be eligible for such award may, i n  the .  
discretion . . o? the appointing authority,: subsequently be awarde.d during. 
.the ensuing ye,= without je6p~dizing any subsequent award of an . 
annual or longe* .increment f& ivhich t h e  would otherwise 
be eligible. 
. . 
Annual , Increments. -An. employee shall be eligible for :an annual 
increment on the anniversary date of the employee concerned, . except 
that for employees qho  entered. CO& service o n  oi prior to. September 
.I, '1968, .annual 'increments shall be awarded on January 1. 
. . 
Only full time or part-time. permanent, provisional"and temporary, . 
. 
. 
employees 'h duly est ablhhed shall be eligible -to receive an 
. . 
a+nual'increment. 
. . 
No employee shall receive more than one (1) such increment during 
the year under the provisions'of this section. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
employee shall be eligible to rdceive a salary increase for kongevity 
whenever ~ the following o~nditions are met: . ' 
The employee's current salary has reached the normal &a~imum 
salary of the employee's grade or exceeds it; and, 
The employee shall have completed five (5), ten (lo), fifteen (15) 
twenty (20) or twenty-five (25) years of continuous service with the 
County to be eligible respectively, for the &st, second, third, fourth 
and fifth longevity increment of the grade; provided, however, that 
no employee shall be eligible for the second, third, fourth, or fifth 
longevity increment prior to the employee's having received, 
.r.espectively, .the.first, second.. third; or fdurth longevity. incxement 
:unless 'the  employee',^ current salary is already in excess. thereof; 
and, ' 
(3). The. first longevity step shall be five percent (5%) of the:base salary 
listed on step E. Thereafter, each longevity step. shall.be five percent 
(5%)'above the prior step. , 
. . 
(4) The employee is speci£ically 'recommended by the employee's 
appointing authority to receive the longevity increment; and, 
(5) No employee shall receive more thanone (1) such increment during 
the year under the  provisions ofthis section. .' 
. . 
,, 12; Additional Pay for Deputy Duties 
A: ~ e n e r a l . ~ r o v i s i ~ n s :  subject to t h e  limit&ions below, any employee who . 
is duly designated to .act for apd in place of the' employee's principal, 
provided such principal is a department head or other appointing officer, 
shall, with t h e  specific consent of the Employer .k each instance, be 
entitled to receive one (1) additional increment - i n  the salary grade t o  
which the employee's permanent, civil service position has been allocated, ' 
even though the maximum bf the salary grade be exceeded. Such sal& 
increment shall continue to be earned as  long as theemployee serves as a 
, deputy and no Limitations arise to prohibit payment for s u c h s e ~ c e s .  
Any ' other salary actions taken pursuant to these ' Rules shall be 
determined by. the salary grade allocation of the. employee's position title 
without reference t6,th.i~ additionalc&npensation. 
- B. Limitinlr Provisions, Such increment differential shall be limited one (1) 
position in any department or' office and shall apply only in  those 
departments or offices which do not have a classified deputy or 
equivalent position, whether speci.fically classified as such or so 
indicated in the position specification, unless more than one (1) such 
assistant position exists. No employee may receive an increment 
differential for more than one (1) deputy designation at the time. 
ARTICLE XVII - APPENDIX C 
. . 
. . 
I .  
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
1. DEFINITIONS: , . ,  As used herein, shallhave t h e  following meaning: 
. . 
E.. 
" ~ m ~ l o ~ e r ! '  . . - shall mean-the County ofRockland. 
" U . ~ o n "  - shall mean t h e  Rockland County Investigative Aides' 
Ass6ciation. 
' t ~ ~ p l ~ y e & N  - $hall mean. any  person or.hersons covered by the t e rms  of 
this agreement;. 
.. - 
"Grievant"' - shall mean an .employee, group of employees, or the Union 
. . 
alleging to. have a grievance. 
.. . 
"Grievance" &all mean q y  claimed violation, misinterpret&tion, or 
&equitable application of the , Agreement, procedui.es, regula t ions ,  . 
administrative orders or woikrules  of the '!Employer;":which relates-to. .  
m. involves employee health or ':safety, p hyfiical facilities, materials . or . 
. . 
e~u&ment  furnished to employees, provided, however, that such terms 
shall not -include , retirement benefits, or m y  other matter  wh ich .  is 
otherwise reviewable jmr&ant to law. 
F. ' "Business Day" - shall mean Monday through Friday, excluding holidays. 
. . 
2. GENERAL . 
A. Each einployee shall have the right to present a grievance in accordance . . 
with the  procedures provided herein,. £ree horn interference, coercion, , 
restraint, discrimination or reprisal;. a i d  shall have .the r i g h t  to be 
represented by the Association at all stages of .the Grievance Procedure. 
B. Written responses are .required to be provided at all stages of the 
grievance procedure as set forth herein to the Grievant and  Union on the 
form regularly used by the parties. 
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C. . No grievance shall be.filed later than .sixty (60) business days after the 
date on which the Union became aware ofthe act & omission giving rise 
to the - grievance -occurred.. 
. D. E a c h  grievance shall contain a short, plain statement a n d  specific 
reference(s) t o  the violation(s) alleged as set forth' in Section 1 - 
Definitions, . Subsection E, therein. 
E. Settlement of a grievance by mutual agreement, prior t o  the issuance of 
an arbitrator's .award as provided herein, shall.constitute precedent in . 
-other andfuture cases only in the event that the County Executive and 
Union agree; in writing, that  such settlement shall.have. such an effect. 
. .  , 
F. A settlement of, .or an a ~ a r d  .upon, a grievance may or m a y  not  be 
.retroactive 'as  the equities of each case demand. In no event, .however, 
. shali such iettlement or award be retroactive t'o a date earlier t h a n  sixty 
(60) business 'days prior .to ' the date that  the grievance was first 
. . 
presented in accordance with paragraph "c" above. 
G .  Failure, by,the Employer to meet the various time requiremelits .specified 
hereiri shallres.uk in advancing t]he grievance t o  the next step. 
3. PROCEDURE 
Step 1: Cbief Assistant to the ~ i s t r i c t  Attorney 
An Employee or the Union shall present the grievance,.in writing, on the 
form attached hereto and made a part  of this agreement, to t h e  Chief 
Assistant to the District Attorney, not later than the date described in  
Section 2.C hereof. The Chief Assistant to the District Attorney shall 
forthwith, upon receiving the grievance, make a good faith effort t o  resolve 
same, including, as appropriate, discussions with the Employee(s), 
investigation and consultation with h i sher  superior. The Chief Assistant to  
the District Attorney shall reply to the Employee(s) or Union, in writing, on 
the grievance form, within seven (7) business days of receipt of the grievance. 
Step 2: District Attorney 
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In the event an 'Employee andlor 'the Union wishes to appeal a n  
.unbati~fact&~ :deeisi&&f Step 1, the a p p d  must be presented tothe District . 
Attorney within five ' (5 )  business days from the date of 'i&ceipt of the Step 1 
decision. The ~ i s t r i c t  Attorney. shall .&duct :an . informal hearing within 
seven (7) business'days after receivingthe appeal. The Unionor ~ m p l o ~ e e '  
, may appear. at t h e  hea<& inorder t o  preae&,o-ral or written statements d n  
argument. The ~ i s t r i c t  Attorney shall issue : .a  written decision to t h e  
Emplbyee and Union by th'eend of thi third (3id) business day :afterthe close 
of said informal hearing. 
'F. 
In the event the Union wishes to. appeal an  unsatisfactory decision at 
Step 2, a demand for arbitrati~n shall be 'submitted t o  the Coupty . 
Executive within five , (5)  bqsinees days .horn receipt . of the . Step 2. ' . . 
decision. The. ~ o u n t y  Execbtive, or designee, shall foithwith process the 
demand by contacting the Amkrican ~rb i t ra t ion  Association, White . . . 
Plains, 'md requesting the designation of an arbitrator i n  accordance 
, 
. with. its labor arbitration rules. 
. . 
In  the event ~ r n ~ l o y e . ~ s  wish to  appe a1 an unsatisfactory decision a t  Step 
2,' they shall be responsible for their costs related'to irbitration, such as, ' . . 
but not Limited to, their -attorney or iepreselrtative's costs. 
. . 
The arbitrator shall have no power to  add to, subtract .from, or. modify 
the provisibns of this 'Agreement in arrivFng at a. decision of the issue(s) 
presented. 
The arbitrator shall c o n h e  himselfmerself to the precise issue(s) 
submitted for arbitration and shall have no authority to determine any 
other issue(s) not submitted t o  himher, nor shall he/she submit 
observations or declarations of opinion which are not essential in 
reaching the determination. . 
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties. 
Except for "B" above, all other fees and expenses of the arbitration shall 
be divided equally between the parties. Each party shall bear the cost of 
preparing and presenting its own case. 
I ART1 CLE X I .  - APPENDIX D 
. . 
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE 
1.' The dis+.mary '*rescribed herein shall b e  available t o  all 
Employees as an alternative t o  Section 75 of the Civil Service Law. .An 
Employee shall have, the right to choose .either section 75 of the Civil Service 
Law .or Arbitration. as  described herein, but not b~ th . ;~ rocedkes ,  t o grieve 
. .such disciplinary action. 
2. In the event the Employer sees fit to Aimpose a written reprimaiid, suspension 
without pay, a h e , .  reduction in'grade or. dxmissal from' service, notice of 
'' 
such & ~ c i ~ l i n & ~  dec,ision shall be mdde in wriGng.and served upon the 
'Employee.. The discipbmry measure shall be iinp.osed only for incompetence 
or misconduct. ' The specific act (s) - that  warmnt disciplinary action and the 
proposed sanction(s) shall be.specifically contained in the notice of discipline. . 
The Union -shall be provided with .a copy of the Notice of Discipline a t  the 
, sametime as the affected employee(s). 
8 .  
The Notice of Discipline shall be accompanied by a written statement that: 
, . 
"An Employee .served with a Notice of Discipline has the . 
-right 'to object by ' filing a response within -'£ift&n (15) . 
calendar days, or by exercising hisher iights under 'Section . 
75 of the Civil Service Law."'. 
"In the event that  the Employee does object, then he/she 
must file a written notice of their choice of procedure, subject 
to the provisions stated above, with the Employer and the 
Union, no later than fifteen (1 5) calendar days after receiving . 
the  Notice of Discipline." 
"The alternative disciplinary procedure to Section 75 
provides for a hearing by an independent arbitrator at its 
final state, which shall be h a 1  and binding." 
. r  . 
, ' 
.- * I 
"The Employee ha6 the right tochoose hisher representative, . . 
. ' ' i.e., the Union, an atto.rney, or other representative, a t  every- 
stage of the pro'ceeding." 
'.'In no event, however, shall an Employee, who h a s  been 
. , 
served with a Notice of Discipline be suspended without pay 
for a period &I excess . . of thirty (30) calendar days." ' 
3. A n  Employee may grieve a Notice 6 f ~ i k i ~ l i n e  a t  Step 1 o f  the Gii~vance .' 
Proeedye prescribed within Article XViI her.ebf, by req*ksting a meeting 
with the Chief Assistant :to the::District Attorney. as  prescribed therein,. no 
later than fifteen (15): calendar days after receiving the Notice of Discipline. , 
T h e  meeting, at which the . ~ m ~ l o ~ e e  andbr re&egentativk may attend, shall 
be conducted a t  a -mutually convenient date to the parties, but ,in n o  event 
mo're than fifteen (15) calendar days after the date for themee t ing  was . 
requested. t he. Chief .Assist'+t .to the ~ i s t r i c t  'Attorney .-shall render a 
written decision no la ter thaneve (5) calendhr days aftersuch meeting. 
4. ' .  An Employee may appeal the - Chief. Asgistant to the 'District Attorney's ' . . 
decision by f i l ing a not2ce ,with the District Attorney no ,later than fifteen (15) 
. calendar - days after receipt of .the decision ;of the Chief 'Assistant t o  the 
District Attorney. . The District, ~ t t o j m ~ y .  shall he& the ' grievance of the 
'Employee within M&n (15) calendar days of such.notice and shall render ' , 
written determinaaion within ten (10) calendar days therealter. Within 
fifteen (15) days, after the Empldyee receives the determination of t he  District 
Attorney, the ' ~ & ~ l o y e e  :may; demand independent aibitration b y  filing a, '  
. demand for arbitration with PERB $ accordance with itsrules. 
5. The independent arbitrator shall hold a hearing at a mutuAUy convenient 
date(s) agreeable to the parties' representatives. The affected Employee may 
be represented at the arbitration by'the Union or individual(s) of hislher 
choasing who have been retained by the Employee and s h d  be entitled to 
present witnesses on hisher behalf. .The arbitrator s h d  render a written 
decision no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the hearing has.been 
declared closed. 
6. The arbitrator shall confine himself&er,self to the precise issue submitted for 
arbitration and shall have no authority to determine any other issue(s) not so  
submitted to himher nor shall he/she submit observations or declarations of 
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. . . . .  
. . f . '  
. . 
. . 6 ,  . . 
r- ' i". opinion - that are not essential in reaching the determinations. The ' .  arbitlator's decision with respect to guilt or innocence and  penalty, if any, 
..shall be final andbinding on the parties, and he/&? may approve, disapprove 
or take any other appropriate action warranted :under. the circumstances; 
including,, but Rot limited to ,  ordering reinstatemeht and back pay for all of 
'*art of the period of S L & ~  ension; if any. 
. . 
j .  The d i ~ & ~ l i ~ & r ~ .  action may .be settled at any stage of the procedure. The 
' terms' of:the settlement. agreed to shall be .reduced.to writing and signed'by 
the appropriate parties. - .  
8: ;.All fe& and expenses of the arbitrator, if any, shall be paid equally by the . . 
- Employer' and the - Union. In the event termingt'ion .is sought by the 
Employer;. the hearing shall have a transcribed iecord a t  equal cost to.the 
~ r n p l d ~ e e  and the Union. 
. > 
.o .  ' 
. . 

